
Dramatically increase your forms processing speed with

the LaserFiche Zone OCR Plug-in. Now organizations

working with large quantities of forms have the power to

extract text, create indexes, and populate template fields

automatically.The Zone OCR Plug-in is a must  for any

organization that wants to reduce manual data entry

time and automate forms processing.

Intuitive Configuration and Operation

To start, set the readable area of a form by specifying the

measurements. Afterwards, set minimum standards for

the OCR process so that LaserFiche warns you if any

form is not up to par. Now, simply scan the forms and let

LaserFiche automatically extract text and populate tem-

plate fields. It’s that easy.

Zone OCR Highlights

✦ Process large volumes of forms in a fraction of the 

time it would take for manual indexing

✦ Read specified zones in forms or combine Zone OCR

with manual indexing

✦ OCR up to 32 zones on each form 

✦ LaserFiche warns you if a form does not meet pre-set

criteria

✦ Zone OCR can read typed, dot matrix, and laser 

quality print

About LaserFiche Solutions 

The LaserFiche Zone OCR Plug-in is a capture module

of the LaserFiche document imaging and management

product suite. LaserFiche provides dependable digital

archival, fast retrieval and efficient distribution solutions

for over 18,000 public and private sector organizations

around the world. Contact your authorized LaserFiche

reseller for more information.

Visit www.laserfiche.com for a free LaserFiche demo

CD, or call 800-985-8533.

Zone OCR Plug-inTM

Automatically Process Forms with Zone OCR

✦ Fast, simplified forms processing ✦   Reduce manual data entry costs

✦ Combine Zone OCR with manual indexing ✦ Read up to 32 zones on each form
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